FINALS !! are almost OVER!

Drive down Sooke Rd (HWY 14)
Stay on it when it turns into West Coast Road
Past French Beach, but before China Beach
Don’t go to the RV park, go to the area right before the bridge (you can see the bridge)
Bring your Camping and outdoors equipment.
Area is really good for Kayaking and surfing.
-Just up the road is the scenic nudist beach, Mystic Beach. So you can take in some sun the next morning.

Vote YES
For giving a raise to ESS executives.
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YIPPEE, IT’S THE YEAR END BASH !

WHO: All Red-blooded Engineering Students
WHAT: A “BEvERage” consuming, weiner roasting ho-down. All supplied by your friendly neighborhood ESS.
WHEN: Wednesday, April 27, afternoon on
BRING: Yourself, friends and some ‘backup’ beverages.
WHERE: To try to discourage as many of you as possible from coming, the ESS executive has decided to take their beverages up to Jordan River.